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1      [  3-1]

We are often told that there is no innovation  [with / without]

 [competition / cooperation], which is  [absurd / common]

given that most of the greatest innovations in science and

technology have  [resulted from / resulted in] the sharing of

research across academic silos, national borders, and language

barriers. In truth, no great innovations occur in  [isolation /

connectedness]. Personally, I have been asked to sign an

awfully large number of nondisclosure  [disagreements /

agreements] from other researchers terrified that their ideas

will get out. But in truth, I've found this approach

counterproductive. Those who hold their cards too  [distant /

close] to the vest are rarely the ones who play the winning

hand. It is when we share our findings with people with other

areas of expertise or perspectives, or seek feedback about our

concept from someone in a  [similar / different] field, or try

out our idea with potential users, that suddenly the real

potential starts to emerge. 

2      [  3-2]

A family from Israel who moved to Northern California was

amazed by the  [isolation / connectedness] they experienced

when they moved into their San Francisco neighborhood. They

had lived in a kibbutz, where they experienced a strong sense

of community in every sense of the word. "When we moved

here," said the father, "it was culture shock! People nodded and

smiled with a brief hello coming and going, and then 

[disappeared / appeared] into their own dwelling, and we

wouldn't see them again for days at a time. One night, my wife

suggested that if the mountain wasn't going to come to

Muhammad, then Muhammad must go to the mountain . It was

at that point that we realized we had a gift to bring to our

neighbors — the gift of community!"Over the next few

months, the family organized a block party, a neighborhood

yard sale, and an open house brunch. Each was a big success.

People became friends, and the connections snowballed. A

small baby-sitting co-op began in the neighborhood, as well as

a family neighborhood cleanup event that took place at the

beginning of each season on a Saturday morning. 

3      [  3-3]

It may sound rather trite to say that the first function of the

picture is to show its object. But the object of the picture is not

always the one you think it is. It's  [doubtful / obvious]

through the photographs the journalist brings back from the

field that he shows the situation he witnessed. Through the

paintings he  [produces / consumes] the painter shows his

subject as much as his own sensibility; and the film maker

through the film he makes can also show his own vision of the

world. Thus, through these few examples you can understand

that behind the open door several differences are  [exposed /

hidden]. But perhaps that's not the main thing. In fact, whether

it's fictional or informative, it is very rare that the picture isn't

accompanied by a comment, however  [complete /

incomplete] it may be, that specifies its meaning or context. It

may be a title in the case of a painting, an article of several

hundred words in the case of a press photo or the outlines of a

scenario in the case of a film. 

4      [  3-4]

To  [destroy / construct] a whale is a monumental 

[prosecution / denial] of life and merely one symbol of the

human species' rather recent hatred for the world. We have

named one whale "killer."But that shoe best fits the species

who possesses feet to wear it. Whales are more  [appreciated

/ criticized] than ever, and whale watching  [stands / yields]

more lucre than killing does. In that appeal to our

selfcenteredness lies their best hope. But even if all of us gain

the  [physical / emotional] and intellectual maturity to finally

 [divest / commit] ourselves from  [harming / protecting]

them, we may yet lose them in an ocean of plastics, chemicals,

fishing tangles, spinning propellers, speeding hulls, and noise.

All whales now have trouble competing with the 

[amphibious / aquatic] primate for the fishes of the seas. The

more humans fill the world, the more we empty it. 



5      [  3-5]

There are people who do not obsessively go after the  [latest

/ outdated] digital devices, taking their time before 

[changing / maintaining] hardware. There are even some

people who have developed a taste for "vintage" technology,

not only for vintage decoration or fashion. None of these cases

 [conceal / reveal] an ultimate or total renouncement of

technology, but rather a  [permanent / temporary]

interruption of its use or a preference for a slower pace. We

consider it  [appropriate / inappropriate] to include in this list

the so-called  [accelerate / slow] movement, with its taste for

slowness and tranquility, since often technologies are used

precisely to speed up some processes in life. The movement

was born as an alternative to fast food, but quickly it spread to

other realms of life. Whoever chooses slowness may indeed

practice a form of technological silence. In this path of

slowness we also find the many forms of meditation, whether

traditional or new, that are so fashionable nowadays and that

can be seen as a way to temporarily  [refrain / consum] from

technology. 

6      [  3-6]

Modern scientific writing in English began in the 17th century,

with authors such as Francis Bacon, Robert Boyle, and Isaac

Newton. This period was characterized by  [moderate /

intense] debates over the nature of language generally. At issue

was the presumed power of words to  [uncontrol / control]

knowledge, as Bacon put it, to "force and overrule the

understanding, throw all into confusion, and lead men away

into numberless empty controversies and idle fancies."Bacon

was thus the first to claim revolt  [against / for] Elizabethan

styles of writing (which, of course, included Shakespearean

drama); these, he said,  [pushed / pulled] a  [veil / unveil]

between the intellect and the world. To advance knowledge,

especially "the new experimental philosophy," there was a

simple, direct, and unadorned form of speech needed. This

would lift the veil and provide "an  [different / equal]

number of words as of things." 

7      [  3-7]

That so many species now live alongside us in human- 

[unmodified / modified] environments, whether on 

[intensive / extensive] farmland in Britain or in regenerating

forest in Costa Rica, is not to say that any human society, past

or present, has ever lived in 'harmony' with nature. This is

absolutely not the case. The  [hostile / harmonious] 

[existence / coexistence] of humans and the rest of nature in

the  [distant / close] past is a romanticized and largely

fictional notion. Present-day conservation often attempts to re-

create these idealized ecosystems, for example by the

reintroduction of hunter-gatherer- style burning of vegetation

in America, Africa and Australia, and by reinstating now 

[economic / uneconomic] medieval farming and forestry

practices in Europe and Asia. In truth, our relationship with

nature is, and always was, less romantic. We eat nature. We

take up space that wild nature would otherwise occupy. We

have used whatever technologies have been  [available /

unavailable] to us at a particular time to  [consume /

produce] or oust wild creatures, often with great success. As a

consequence, we are living through a time of extinction. 

8      [  3-8]

Emerson said, "What you are speaks so loudly that people can't

hear what you say."Of course, one of the greatest principles of

 [effective / inadequate] advertisement copy writing is to

believe yourself what you are trying to make others believe.

Somebody asked me in the marketing course I was giving at

New York University, "What do you think is the first

requirement for success in advertising?"I said, "Good

health."That is nothing to laugh about. I can't  [preconceive /

conceive] how a dyspeptic could write good mincemeat copy

or a man with rheumatism could write about the joy of riding

over mountain roads in an automobile. You have to have good

human equipment to enjoy the things you are trying to sell or

you can't make other people enjoy them. I believe the public

has a sixth sense of detecting insincerity, and we run a

tremendous risk if we try to make other people believe in

something we don't believe in. Somehow our sin will find us

out. 



9      [  4-1]

Unless we are very, very careful, we doom each other by

holding onto images of one another based on preconceptions

that are in turn based on indifference to what is other than

ourselves. This indifference can be, in its  [moderate /

extreme], a form of murder and seems to me a rather common

phenomenon. We claim autonomy for ourselves and forget that

in so doing we can fall into the tyranny of defining other

people as we would like them to be. By focusing on what we

choose to  [knowledge / acknowledge] in them, we impose

an insidious  [uncontrol / control] on them. I notice that I

have to pay careful attention in order to listen to others with an

openness that  [allows / prohibits] them to be as they are, or

as they think themselves to be. The shutters of my mind

habitually flip open and click shut, and these little snaps form

into patterns I arrange for myself. The  [identical / opposite]

of this inattention is love, is the  [honoring / shameing] of

others in a way that  [denys / grants] them the grace of their

own autonomy and allows  [mutual / individual] discovery. 

10      [  4-2]

Designing, building, operating, upgrading, and eventually

retiring infrastructure projects is an expensive process. As

aging infrastructure is repaired and retrofitted, and as new

infrastructure is  [destroyed / constructed], incorporating

future risks from climate  [maintain / change] impacts into

their design, construction, and operation must become routine.

Failing to take those risks into account will likely lead to 

[decreased / increased] maitenance and operating costs and

shortened service life. Failing to screen projects for climate 

[resistance / resilience] will lead to more waste and more

infrastructure  [corrupt / collapse]. The stronger

infrastructure required may come with a significant upfront

cost. But employing thoughtful design strategies can  [allow

/ prohibit] for making relatively modest resilience 

[investments / investigations] now, while still planning for

more extreme events down the road. This approach could well

be cheaper than having to retrofit the infrastructure from

scratch if conditions  [recover / worsen] beyond

expectations. 

11      [  4-3]

All musics have a history, and all music  [maintains /

changes], has always been  [changing / maintaining], though

at various rates and not always in the same direction. It would

be foolish to assume that the music of India, because it is

largely  [melodic / unmelodious] and without harmony,

somehow represents an "earlier stage" through which Western

music has already passed, or that Europeans, in the days when

they lived in tribes, had music  [different / similar] to that of

 [native / foreign] Americans. Musics do not uniformly

change from simple to complex. Each music has its own

unique history,  [unrelated / related] to the history of its

culture, to the way people  [adopt / adapt] to their  [natural

/ nurtured] and social environment. The patterns we may

discern in the world's music history usually have to do with the

relationships of cultures to one another. Thus, in the twentieth

century, as Western-derived culture has affected most others,

most non-Western musics now show some influences of

Western music. However, the results of this influence vary

from culture to culture. 

12      [  4-4]

Archaeology is a mode of production of the past. This would

seem to be recognised by those many archaeologists and

textbooks that talk at length of archaeological techniques

archaeology seen as technology. The past has left remains, and

they decay in the ground. According to their interest, an

archaeologist works on the material remains to make

something of them. So  [cover / excavation] is

invention/discovery or sculpture where archaeologists craft

remains of the past into forms which are meaningful. The

archaeological 'record' is, accordingly, not a record at all, but

made, not given, 'data'. 'The past' is gone and lost and a fortiori,

through the equivocality of things and the character of society

as constituted through meaning, never  [disappeared /

existed] as a definitive entity 'the present' anyway. An

archaeologist has a raw material, the remains of the past, and

turns it into something data, a report, set of drawings, a

museum exhibition, an archive, a television programme,

evidence in an academic controversy, and perhaps that which is

termed 'knowledge of the past'. This is a mode of production. 



13      [  4-5]

An educational institution that I have been associated with

recently went through a particularly traumatic time when the

credibility of the administration was questioned by the faculty

and staff. Various organizational consultants were interviewed

to facilitate a "healing" process. Most of the consultants spoke

of making the necessary structural  [changes / maintains] to

create a culture of trust. The institution finally hired a

consultant whose attitude was that organizational structure has

nothing to do with trust. Interpersonal relations based on 

[mutual / individual] respect and an atmosphere of goodwill

are what creates a culture of trust. Would you rather work as

part of a school with an outstanding reputation or work as part

of a group of outstanding individuals? Many times these two

characteristics go together, but if one had to make a choice, I

believe that most people would opt to work with outstanding

individuals. 

14      [  4-6]

We all have been blessed with intellect. It is up to us to develop

what we have been given. The true intellectual does not gloat

in what she knows, for no one has the capacity to know

everything, and only the fool pretends otherwise. Knowledge

has no finish line. Instead, as with life, it is merely a 

[momentary / perpetual] marathon full of potential and pitfalls.

Intellect is not to be celebrated; it should be constantly and

humbly improved. The  [more / less] one learns, the more

one understands that he or she actually knows very little.

Mastering one topic means very little in the sense that an 

[infinite / finite] amount of new topics remain alive and

waiting to be  [unharnessd / tackled]. There is no  [better /

worse] way to travel the journey of life than with a book held

greedily in hand. 

15      [  4-7]

Much of the written evidence historians of ancient times must

use is the  [equivalent / unequal] of what our  [illegal /

legal] system calls "hearsay."It comes from writers who lived

long after the events that they relate and often contains much

local folklore and tradition that may or may not be  [accurate

/ inaccurate]. Furthermore, sometimes the level of "hearsay"

between the "witness" and the original event is even greater.

The writings of some ancient authors survive only in

quotations from their work by other ancient figures. The

history of Egypt written by Manetho, an Egyptian priest of the

early third century BCE, is known only through such

quotations. The same is true for the work of the Hellenistic

Babylonian priest, Berossus. Thus, not only were these authors

writing long after the events they were describing, but we also

have the added problem of trying to decide whether or not they

were quoted correctly. Obviously, the historian has to analyze

such sources with great care and seek  [dependent /

independent] validation of their testimony from archaeology or

other texts. 

16      [  4-8]

 [ordinary / extraordinary] citizens are often keen to 

[justify / blame]  [minority / bulk] or culturally oppressed

groups for their problems or failures. Often this can be

explained by ignorance or fear. If we do not know or

understand the culture of a minority or oppressed group, it is

easy to see its behaviour as  [unacceptable / acceptable] or

'uncivilised' and therefore not  [worthy / unworthy] of

consideration or respect. Only when we come to understand

another culture's ways can we start to realise that it is, like

ours, only human and neither totally wrong nor totally right. It

should be a part of a journalist's role to give readers the

information they need to reach  [unreasonable / sensible]

decisions, not to play on their fears and prejudices. If

journalists tell people only what they expect to hear about

minority or oppressed groups then the debate about their

position in society is not  [advanced / elementary]. It is part

of the journalist's duty to help advance society's awareness of

such problems by providing people with a wider truth than

their  [existing / disappearing] prejudices. 



17      [  5-1]

Our addiction to criticizing others is a huge block to effectively

giving feedback. When we  [praise / criticize], even if we

choose our words with care, we are likely to  [assign /

unassign] others to a specific, potentially  [harmless /

harmful], status. We are likely to assign others, for instance, to

the status of being wrong. No one likes to be labeled wrong.

Most people get  [defensive / offensive] when they are

labeled, even when sure they are not wrong. And what's more

important, defensive people block messages. Unless you are

trying not to be understood, then,  [scrutiny / criticism] is not

an  [inadequate / effective] communication strategy. And it

doesn't help to call it "  [destructive / constructive]" either.

Saying something like, "I'm telling you this for your own

development, your design is all wrong" isn't going to 

[consume / produce] positive results. Criticism is criticism. It

blocks understanding. 

18      [  5-2]

The competitive arena is, by its very nature, difficult, 

[unpredictable / predictable], and  [controllable /

uncontrollable]. Despite their best efforts, athletes can never

prepare for every eventuality that may occur in competition or

control everything that may influence their performances.

Routines offer a structure within which to prepare for

performance and the flexibility to  [adopt / adjust] to the 

[uncertain / certain] nature of competition. Because routines

are not inviolate, but rather provide a guide for athletes to

follow, they can also be readily  [altered / preserved] to fit

the demands of a unique or  [expected / unexpected]

competitive environment. Unforeseen  [maintains / changes]

in the competitive setting, such as weather, unexpected

opponents, late arrival,  [insufficient / enough] warm-up

space, and broken or lost equipment, can have a disturbing and

disruptive effect on athletes before a competition. Athletes

often perform below expectations because they are unable to

respond appropriately to these occurrences or become unsettled

mentally (e.g., lose motivation or confidence, get distracted, or

experience anxiety). Athletes with wellorganized yet flexible

routines will be better able to respond positively to these

challenges, keep calm, and maintain a high level of

performance. 

19      [  5-3]

We tend to think of myths as rather silly old stories about the

adventures and misadventures of gods, warriors, and demons,

invented by primitive people to explain a world they could not

understand in our modern, scientific sense. But it is a mistake

to  [employ / dismiss] these stories as  [vital / trivial] and

old-fashioned, with no  [less / more] important meaning for

humanity. Scholars such as Joseph Campbell and Claude Lévi-

Strauss have shown that common themes in myths from many

 [diverse / similar] cultures speak to us about the 

[individual / universal] concerns of all people and about ways

of thought that all humans share. As we move increasingly

toward a  [unified / disunifed] world — a global village, as it

has been called — it is important to see how much basic

human nature we all share. The systematic study of mythology

 [conceals / reveals] important points about the human

psyche, about universal human motivations, fears and thought

patterns. 

20      [  5-4]

When we think of medieval Europe, there is a tendency to

think primarily in terms of what is  [visible / invisible] today:

the buildings and cathedrals, the literature and the scholastic

philosophy. Yet what is of  [different / equal] importance,

particularly from the standpoint of the  [rise / decrease] of

modern science, is the fact that medieval culture was a

mechanically  [simplified / sophisticated] culture, even if

little remains today of their machines. For example, Albertus

Magnus, the teacher of Aquinas, is rumored to have had a

robot in his laboratory that could  [raise / lower] a hand and

give a greeting. The story is no doubt apocryphal, but there

was in any case a great interest in machines, even if science

itself was primitive and qualitative. What is clear is that the

spread of mechanical clock technology was underway by the

beginning of the fourteenth century. It is also clear that there

was a multiplicity of machines at this time with clockwork

mechanisms, ranging from monastic alarms, musical machines,

and astronomical simulators to striking clocks. 



21      [  6-1]

Many of us tend to feel  [comfortable / uncomfortable]

making requests of anyone beyond our "  [outer / inner]

circle" of family and  [distant / close] friends. But in doing so

we vastly  [underestimate / overestimate] the responsiveness

of "weak ties" — our  [acquaintances / strangers] and people

we don't know very well. Weak ties are extremely valuable

because they are the bridges between social circles. Novel

information, new solutions to problems, and other resources

travel across these bridges. We also vastly underestimate the

responsiveness of "  [alert / dormant] ties" — the

connections we once had that we haven't maintained. For

example, most people wouldn't even consider reaching out to a

high school classmate they haven't seen in twenty-five years to

ask for a job lead; we assume such attempts to reconnect would

be  [accepted / rejected], or that our  [former / latter]

classmate would resent our reaching out only to ask for a favor.

But most people in your past would actually welcome hearing

from — and helping — you, according to organizational

researchers. The passage of time doesn't erase a shared history

of understanding, emotions, and trust. 

22      [  6-2]

Many times our greatest  [decrease / growth] periods come

through the experience of pain. Those of us who have

experienced a dark time in life through serious illness or 

[physical / emotional] trauma know the opportunity it brings

for enormous wisdom and insight. Sometimes we have to

experience the contrast of darkness in order to find the light.

Indeed, there are lessons within our lives that may be much

more apparent in the darkness of our despair because we focus

more intensely when there are  [fewer / lesser] things to see.

It is like walking into a dark room — at first we can see

nothing, yet after our eyes have had a chance to refocus, we

begin to see particular items in the room even though the room

is still dark. Likewise, we can have some very  [superficial /

profound] insights about areas of our life that need 

[deterioration / improvement] while we are quietly lying in bed

 [recovering / deteriorating] from an illness,  [in / away

from] our  [hectic / leisurely] daily routines. 

23      [  6-3]

Privacy has not always characterized American families.

Before the 19th century, people felt free to enter others' homes

and tell them what to wear and how to treat their children. The

development of the value of family privacy and autonomy

emerged with the separation of home and work and the 

[growth / decrease] of cities during the late 19th century.

Innovations in the amenities  [unavailable / available] within

the home over the years —  [indoor / outdoor] plumbing,

refrigerators, telephones, radios, televisions, central air

conditioning, home computers, tablets, and smart speakers, for

example — have all  [increased / decreased] the privacy and

 [isolation / connectedness] of American households. Our

need to leave home for entertainment, goods, or services has

been considerably  [reduced / increased]. Air conditioners,

for instance,  [prohibit / allow] us to spend hot, stuffy

summer evenings  [inside / outside] our own homes instead

of on the front porch or at the local ice cream shop. With the

Internet, text messaging, social media, and home shopping

cable networks, family members can survive without ever

leaving the privacy of their home. The institution of family has

become increasingly self-contained and private. 

24      [  6-4]

Social media — and the possibility of  [connecting /

disconnecting] people across the globe through communication

and information platforms — may seem like a tool for

tolerance because technology  [enables / disables] people to

see and participate in worlds beyond their own. We often

identify teens, in particular, as the great beneficiaries of this

new cosmopolitanism. However, when we look at how social

media is  [adapted / adopted] by teens, it becomes clear that

the Internet doesn't level  [equality / inequality] in any

practical or widespread way. The patterns are all too familiar:

prejudice, racism, and  [tolerance / intolerance] are

pervasive. Many of the social  [unitys / divisions] that exist

in the offline world have been replicated, and in some cases

amplified, online. Those old divisions shape how teens

experience social media and the information that they

encounter. This is because while technology does  [prohibit /

allow] people to connect in new ways, it also reinforces

existing connections. It does enable new types of access to

information, but people's experiences of that access are 

[even / uneven] at best. 



25      [  9-1]

Multilingual realities  [rise / arise] in a number of ways.

Immigrants, whether settlers or invaders, bring languages into

contact and sometimes, as with imperialist and  [independent

/ colonial]  [expansion / contraction], it is  [necessary /

unnecessary] for many people to physically move; their

language may make its presence felt through military,

religious, or economic force requiring relatively small numbers

of soldiers, merchants, bureaucrats, and missionaries. Some

cultures have had more  [implicit / explicit] policies here

than have others, but all imperial powers have, directly or

indirectly, made their languages  [unattractive / attractive]

and sometimes necessary to conquered or colonized groups.

The languages of expansionist regimes often become 

[untwined / intertwined] with pragmatic advantage and cultural

prestige at a local level, and these factors often long outlive the

original dominating influence: the continued adherence to

European varieties which  [exists / disappears] in former

colonial areas is an example here. 

26      [  9-2]

A graduate student in history has a paper to write on the French

Revolution. Her grandfather is a professor of history, and when

he did his Ph.D., it was a lot of work to  [pull / push]

together even ten citations for a midterm paper. For the student,

every paper and book she has ever read on the French

Revolution is instantly  [available / unavailable] in her e-

memory. Besides the main text and four papers she is using in

class, she pulls up another twenty-three references that she has

encountered over the years. She is able to refresh her memory

on a few points and use several quotes from the old papers.

What would have taken her grandfather a full day at the library

takes her just an hour. Not only is her paper stronger, but her

memory of the subject has been  [weakend / reinforced], and

her big-picture understanding is broader. 

27      [  9-3]

There is no question that a large amount of communication

among humans is  [accidental / intentional], but much 

[deliberate / unintentional] signaling takes place as well. For

example, in many cultures, someone giving a friendly greeting

to another person  [raises / lowers] his or her eyebrows for a

moment. This facial gesture is called "eyebrow

flashing."Unless we make a  [unconscious / conscious] effort

to think about it, we are not aware of having performed an

eyebrow flash. Even the receiver may not be aware of having

seen the eyebrow flash, despite the fact that it is a very

important aspect of the greeting and  [unalters / alters] the

receiver's interpretation of the words spoken at the time. As

Irenaus Eibl-Eibesfeldt has  [disproved / demonstrated],

greetings made without the eyebrow flash are  [interrupted /

interpreted] as less friendly even when the spoken words are 

[fraternal / identical]. People in some cultures do not eyebrow

flash, and this can create unintentional difficulties in

intercultural communication. There are many other examples

of what is called nonverbal communication in humans, most of

which are both signaled and received unintentionally. 

28      [  9-4]

Humanity's shared evolutionary history means that all human

bodies are  [alike / different], and so too are all human

minds; Dylan Evans calls this the psychological  [unity /

disunity] of humankind. Not only are the six basic emotions 

[universal / individual], they are also instinctual and 

[educated / innate] biological responses over which we have

little  [unconscious / conscious] control. This means that we

are hard-wired to respond to certain stimuli in certain ways.

Our brains automatically appraise our experiences as they

occur and create emotional responses to correspond with that

 [unconscious / conscious] appraisal. This means that these

emotional responses occur without us having thought about

them. Paul Ekman talks about autoappraisers, the automatic

appraisal mechanisms which occur unconsciously in response

to visual,  [optical / auditory] and sensory triggers, and create

the physiological responses we call emotions. Basically this

means that when  [avoided / confronted] by something

which we find threatening, humans unconsciously respond in

particular physical and emotional ways. The sensations we

experience as anger are the physiological preparations the body

makes in order to protect itself. 



29      [  9-5]

At any given time, the experts in a society determine the nature

of current understanding. One who understood physics in

Aristotle's time applied a  [similar / different] body of

principles in a different way from one who understood physics

in a Newtonian age, and the breakthroughs associated with

relativity theory and quantum mechanics have brought about

 [farther / further] alterations in the  [contemporary /

conventional] understanding of the physical world.

Understanding about the world of people does not  [evolve /

involve] in so dramatic a fashion; Sophocles is far closer to

Shakespeare than Aristotle is to Galileo. Yet just as the wise

elder possesses deeper insights into human nature than does the

bright youngster, knowledge obtained from social and cultural

studies has  [preserved / altered] our notions of the human

individual and of human society. For example, in light of

psychoanalytic discoveries, a developed understanding of

human behavior involves recognition of  [conscious /

unconscious] motivation. 

30      [  9-6]

Although the '  [prevalent / dormant]  [physical /

emotional] tone of infant-directed talk is warm and

affectionate, parents of older infants vary it to convey

important information. For example, a mother's "No" uttered

with sharply  [arising / falling] intonation tells the baby that

the mother  [approves / disapproves] of something, whereas

a cooed "Yeesss" indicates  [approval / disapproval]. The

same intonational qualities are used by mothers to signal

approval and  [approval / disapproval] across languages,

from English to Italian to Japanese. That infants use the

intonation of their mothers' messages to interpret meaning was

clearly established by Anne Fernald in a series of clever

experiments. In one, 8-month-old infants were presented with

an  [attractive / unattractive] toy, and their mothers either

said "Yes, good boy" or "No, don't touch."Half the statements

of each type were said in a cooing, encouraging tone of voice

and half were said in a sharp, prohibitive tone. The infants

played with the toy more when their mother's tone of voice

was encouraging,  [depending on / regardless of] what she

actually said. 

31      [  9-6]

Although the  [prevalent / dormant]  [physical / emotional]

tone of infant-directed talk is warm and affectionate, parents of

older infants vary it to convey important information. For

example, a mother's "No" uttered with sharply  [arising /

falling] intonation tells the baby that the mother 

[disapproves / approves] of something, whereas a cooed

"Yeesss" indicates  [approval / disapproval]. The same

intonational qualities are used by mothers to signal approval

and  [disapproval / approval] across languages, from English

to Italian to Japanese. That infants use the intonation of their

mothers' messages to interpret meaning was clearly established

by Anne Fernald in a series of clever experiments. In one, 8-

month-old infants were presented with an  [unattractive /

attractive] toy, and their mothers either said "Yes, good boy" or

"No, don't touch."Half the statements of each type were said in

a cooing, encouraging tone of voice and half were said in a

sharp, prohibitive tone. The infants played with the toy more

when their mother's tone of voice was encouraging, 

[depending on / regardless of] what she actually said. 

32      [  9-7]

What employees want is to be  [stretched / contracted]

beyond their day-to-day tasks. No matter how inexperienced

people are, they need to be challenged to grow. Finding small

ways to test their skills and  [expand / contract] their

experiences helps people grow. In some companies there are

slack-time lists that  [allow / prohibit] people to take on 

[similar / different] tasks  [inside / outside] their everyday

work when things are  [accelerate / slow] or they're waiting

for direction. These tasks are important but not urgent. It might

be to build on a collection of data or research work, all things

that you'd love to accomplish if only you had the time. This

way you can keep your staff  [productive / consumptive]

when there are lulls in the schedule. Anybody can add to the

slack-time list; it simply needs to be  [approved /

disapproved] by someone in authority to make sure the tasks

are worth performing. 



33      [  9-8]

Our love affair with shopping began in ancient Rome, the city

that became 'the centre of the world's commerce'.  [less /

more] than one million people lived in Rome by the third

century AD. In order to feed this unprecedented population,

vast warehouses and markets were needed, such as the fruit

and vegetable market at the Forum Holitorium and the cattle

market at Forum Boarium. But the Romans were not 

[satisfied / disappointed] with food alone. The specialist shops

whose window displays catch our eye on Main Street or in the

mall made their first appearance in Rome, where there were

shops for books, for precious stones and furniture. Rome even

had the first supermarkets (known as horrea). Many Romans

lived in tabernae, consisting of one or two rooms which 

[closed / opened] directly on to the street and which, as well as

homes, doubled as shops or workrooms. Indeed, look around

the alleys and  [circulars / squares] of old Rome today and

you will see that there are still many shops that open on to the

street, often  [without / with] glazing or doors, and which are

 [sealed / uncertain] at night using shutters. 

34      [  10-1]

Social loafing is thought to occur because of a diffusion of

responsibility in groups. When group members work together

on a single task and it is difficult to determine who is working

hard and who is not, responsibility for the outcome is diffused

— or shared — over the entire group. Whether the outcome is

considered a success or a failure, group members share the

credit relatively equally. This  [increases / decreases] the 

[incentive / disincentive] for any individual to work hard

because there is only a  [compact / loose] connection

between their individual effort and the outcome for the group.

Extra effort may have little or no effect on the outcome for the

group and will have absolutely no effect on the credit for the

outcome that an individual receives (as long as the individual

appears to be trying hard). The result is a kind of free-rider

problem whereby each individual slacks off a little bit, and in

the end the performance of the entire group suffers. 

35      [  10-2]

Animals in the wild see humans as a threat and are usually

fearful of human contact. This is an important survival instinct

in animals for whom staying  [away from / in] humans is

vital to their survival. In a captive setting where animals are 

[dependent / independent] on humans for all their welfare and

are  [exposed / concealed] all day to hundreds of visitors,

fear of humans over a prolonged period may be  [harmless /

harmful] to the animal's health and mental wellbeing.

Longterm experience of fear may  [result in / result from]

poor mental health, manifest in self-harm,  [conditioned /

innate] helplessness or displaced aggression on cage mates. A

highly fearful animal will  [reveal / hide], become helpless

and  [depressed / impressed] and may even sustain wounds

through trying to escape from the contact with humans. Simple

daily occurrences such as feeding and cleaning can be stressful

for both the animal and the keeper. 

36      [  10-3]

Needless to say, an artist might clarify her feelings by just

focussing on them mentally. That is, it is at least 

[conceivable / inconceivable] that one could get clear on one's

 [physical / emotional] state simply by thinking about it. The

emotion, then, would be clarified but not  [externalized /

internalized]. Yet could an artwork  [disappear / exist]

entirely, so to speak,  [outside / inside] someone's head? This

would appear to violate our ordinary understanding of art

which regards an artwork as a public affair. It would also seem

 [consistent / inconsistent] with the notion of expression

which fundamentally rests on the idea of something "inside"

being brought "outside."Thus, in order to block cases of

completely mental artworks, the expression theorist should add

that the process of the  [clarification / transmission] and

transmission of emotions should be secured by means of lines,

shapes, colors, sounds, actions and/or words. This guarantees

that an artwork is, at least in principle, publicly  [accessible /

inaccessible] — that it is embodied in some publicly accessible

medium. 



37      [  10-4]

The economy of life produces astonishing outcomes. Among

these is sting autotomy, the horrible process in which a stinging

insect self-eviscerates, leaving its stinger embedded in the

target's flesh. This suicidal behavior troubled Charles Darwin

as he formulated his theory of  [natural / nurtured] selection.

He pondered how killing oneself could  [prompt / promote]

passing fitness via  [ancestor / descendants] to future

generations. An insect's self-evisceration could provide strong

evidence against his theory. Amazingly, even though Gregor

Mendel's genetics, much less the modern concept of DNA,

were unknown to Darwin, he came up with essentially the 

[incorrect / correct] answer. By facilitating the reproduction of

your  [distant / close] relatives, mainly nestmates, your

lineage would be passed down via relatives, because of your

selfless sacrifice. Sting autotomy maximizes the pain and 

[damage / enhance] of a sting, thereby  [unaiding / aiding] in

the  [offense / defense] of the colony against large predators. 

38      [  10-5]

What is the profile of our  [physical / emotional] life as we

age? Despite the image of older people as cranky or resentful

of the young, Laura Carstensen, a researcher of aging at

Stanford University, shows that our daily emotional experience

is actually  [enhanced / undermined] with age. Typically,

older people experience more positive emotions than 

[positive / negative] ones in daily life. The experience isn't

purely "happy." Rather, our emotions grow richer and more

complex over time. We experience more co-occurrence of

positive and negative emotions, such as those poignant

occasions when you get a tear in the eye at the same time you

feel joy, or feeling pride at the same time you feel anger — a

capacity we call "emotional  [complexity /

simplicity]."These mixed emotional states help us  [confront

/ avoid] the dramatic ups and downs that younger people have,

and they also help us exercise more  [uncontrol / control]

over what we feel. Mixed emotions are easier to manage than

purely positive or purely negative emotions. Thus, emotionally

speaking, life just feels  [worse / better]. Better control over

emotions and  [increased / decreased] complexity means

more enriched daily experiences. People with more emotional

complexity also have a longer healthspan. 

39      [  10-5]

What is the profile of our  [physical / emotional] life as we

age? Despite the image of older people as cranky or resentful

of the young, Laura Carstensen, a researcher of aging at

Stanford University, shows that our daily emotional experience

is actually  [undermined / enhanced] with age. Typically,

older people experience more positive emotions than 

[negative / positive] ones in daily life. The experience isn't

purely "happy."Rather, our emotions grow richer and more

complex over time. We experience more co-occurrence of

positive and negative emotions, such as those poignant

occasions when you get a tear in the eye at the same time you

feel joy, or feeling pride at the same time you feel anger — a

capacity we call "emotional  [complexity /

simplicity]."These mixed emotional states help us  [avoid /

confront] the dramatic ups and downs that younger people

have, and they also help us exercise more  [control /

uncontrol] over what we feel. Mixed emotions are easier to

manage than purely positive or purely negative emotions.

Thus, emotionally speaking, life just feels  [worse / better].

Better control over emotions and  [decreased / increased]

complexity means more enriched daily experiences. People

with more emotional complexity also have a longer healthspan.

40      [  10-6]

Towns and cities in developing countries are unable to provide

housing, infrastructure and services in pace with their

population growth, which is typically much faster than it ever

was in Europe. The result is unplanned slums without basic

services, where conditions are miserable. This  [encourages /

discourages] politicians and donor agencies to regard

urbanization as negative. But the growth of slums is neither an

 [inevitable / evitable] consequence of urbanization, nor can

it be  [justifyd / blamed] only on the lack of financial

resources. Slums are also the products of failed policies, bad

governance,  [appropriate / inappropriate] legal and

regulatory frameworks, unresponsive financial systems, 

[corruption / collision], and not least, a lack of political will.

Some governments even compound the problems by 

[expanding / limiting] access to land and services for  [high /

low]-income migrants. But policies focused on stopping

migration or compelling people to leave urban areas — even

through massive evictions — are futile. This hounding of the

poor has instead made their life even  [easier / harder]. 



41      [  10-7]

Is value neutrality possible? Many sociologists believe it is 

[possible / impossible] to set aside personal values and retain

 [complete / compete] objectivity. They caution readers,

rather, to understand that sociological studies may, by

necessity, contain a certain amount of value  [unbias / bias].

It does not discredit the results but  [prohibits / allows]

readers to view them as one form of truth rather than a singular

fact. Some sociologists attempt to remain  [critical /

uncritical] and as objective as possible when studying cultural

institutions. Value neutrality does not mean having no

opinions. It means striving to overcome personal biases,

particularly subconscious biases, when analyzing data. It

means  [avoiding / confronting] skewing data in order to

match a predetermined outcome that aligns with a particular

agenda, such as a political or  [moral / immoral] point of

view. Investigators are ethically obligated to report results,

even when they contradict personal views, predicted outcomes,

or widely  [rejected / accepted] beliefs. 

42      [  10-8]

Technology does not  [disappear / exist] in  [connectedness

/ isolation]. It emerges out of specific economic, social and

political contexts. But technological  [change / maintain] can

make certain things possible, or more or less likely.

Technology was no threat to newspapers in the 1980s when

computer typesetting and direct input revolutionised the

industry, transforming the economics in the direction of huge

potential  [increases / decreases] in profitability. That 'new

technology' era  [prohibited / allowed] for enormous 

[decrease / growth] in the size of newspapers (pagination) with

the resultant potential for growing advertising revenues. The

current digital revolution allowing for the delivery of words,

pictures and sound through screens and a vast (limitless)

increase in the amount of information  [unavailable /

available] through this medium is of course a challenge to

newspapers, but not necessarily a terminal threat. It is that

challenge newspapers are addressing now, in various ways,

with varying  [investment / investigation] and varying

creativity and imagination. There is undoubtedly a lot of gloom

to be found in newspaper offices these days, but that is not the

whole story. It is also an exciting time for newspapers.

Newspapers are not on death row. 

[ANSWER]
1  [  3-1]

1 without 2 competition 3 absurd 4 resulted from 5 isolation 6 agreements 7

close 8 different

2  [  3-2]

1 isolation 2 disappeared

3  [  3-3]

1 obvious 2 produces 3 hidden 4 incomplete

4  [  3-4]

1 destroy 2 denial 3 appreciated 4 yields 5 emotional 6 divest 7 harming 8

aquatic

5  [  3-5]

1 latest 2 changing 3 reveal 4 temporary 5 appropriate 6 slow 7 refrain

6  [  3-6]

1 intense 2 control 3 against 4 pulled 5 veil 6 equal

7  [  3-7]

1 modified 2 intensive 3 harmonious 4 coexistence 5 distant 6 uneconomic 7

available 8 consume

8  [  3-8]

1 effective 2 conceive

9  [  4-1]

1 extreme 2 acknowledge 3 control 4 allows 5 opposite 6 honoring 7 grants 8

mutual

10  [  4-2]

1 constructed 2 change 3 increased 4 resilience 5 collapse 6 allow 7 investments 

8 worsen

11  [  4-3]

1 changes 2 changing 3 melodic 4 similar 5 native 6 related 7 adapt 8 natural

12  [  4-4]

1 excavation 2 existed

13  [  4-5]

1 changes 2 mutual

14  [  4-6]

1 perpetual 2 more 3 infinite 4 tackled 5 better

15  [  4-7]

1 equivalent 2 legal 3 accurate 4 independent

16  [  4-8]

1 ordinary 2 blame 3 minority 4 unacceptable 5 worthy 6 sensible 7 advanced 8

existing



17  [  5-1]

1 criticize 2 assign 3 harmful 4 defensive 5 criticism 6 effective 7 constructive 8

produce

18  [  5-2]

1 unpredictable 2 uncontrollable 3 adjust 4 uncertain 5 altered 6 unexpected 7

changes 8 insufficient

19  [  5-3]

1 dismiss 2 trivial 3 more 4 diverse 5 universal 6 unified 7 reveals

20  [  5-4]

1 visible 2 equal 3 rise 4 sophisticated 5 raise

21  [  6-1]

1 uncomfortable 2 inner 3 close 4 underestimate 5 acquaintances 6 dormant 7

rejected 8 former

22  [  6-2]

1 growth 2 emotional 3 fewer 4 profound 5 improvement 6 recovering 7 away

from 8 hectic

23  [  6-3]

1 growth 2 available 3 indoor 4 increased 5 isolation 6 reduced 7 allow 8 inside

24  [  6-4]

1 connecting 2 enables 3 adopted 4 inequality 5 intolerance 6 divisions 7 allow 8

uneven

25  [  9-1]

1 arise 2 colonial 3 expansion 4 unnecessary 5 explicit 6 attractive 7 intertwined 

8 exists

26  [  9-2]

1 pull 2 available 3 reinforced

27  [  9-3]

1 intentional 2 unintentional 3 raises 4 conscious 5 alters 6 demonstrated 7

interpreted 8 identical

28  [  9-4]

1 alike 2 unity 3 universal 4 innate 5 conscious 6 unconscious 7 auditory 8

confronted

29  [  9-5]

1 different 2 further 3 contemporary 4 evolve 5 altered 6 unconscious

30  [  9-6]

1 prevalent 2 emotional 3 falling 4 disapproves 5 approval 6 disapproval 7

attractive 8 regardless of

31  [  9-6]

1 prevalent 2 emotional 3 falling 4 disapproves 5 approval 6 disapproval 7

attractive 8 regardless of

32  [  9-7]

1 stretched 2 expand 3 allow 4 different 5 outside 6 slow 7 productive 8

approved

33  [  9-8]

1 more 2 satisfied 3 opened 4 squares 5 without 6 sealed

34  [  10-1]

1 decreases 2 incentive 3 loose

35  [  10-2]

1 away from 2 dependent 3 exposed 4 harmful 5 result in 6 conditioned 7 hide 8

depressed

36  [  10-3]

1 conceivable 2 emotional 3 externalized 4 exist 5 inside 6 inconsistent 7

clarification 8 accessible

37  [  10-4]

1 natural 2 promote 3 descendants 4 correct 5 close 6 damage 7 aiding 8 defense

38  [  10-5]

1 emotional 2 enhanced 3 negative 4 complexity 5 avoid 6 control 7 better 8

increased

39  [  10-5]

1 emotional 2 enhanced 3 negative 4 complexity 5 avoid 6 control 7 better 8

increased

40  [  10-6]

1 encourages 2 inevitable 3 blamed 4 inappropriate 5 corruption 6 limiting 7 low

8 harder

41  [  10-7]

1 impossible 2 complete 3 bias 4 allows 5 uncritical 6 avoiding 7 moral 8

accepted

42  [  10-8]

1 exist 2 isolation 3 change 4 increases 5 allowed 6 growth 7 available 8

investment


